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University celebrates Earth Day ’revival’
SJSU parade reenacted
on its 20th anniversary
Ity Jamie Pitts
.?aiy shaft writer
Twenty years ago on Earth Day
,11 1970. SJSU students, faculty
,aembers and school age children
hurled a yellow 1971) Maverick
and called for the end of the use of
internal combustion automobiles.
On Tuesday students, faculty
FIGWTINC Fok
members. administrators and community members reenacted the
original parade using a replica of
MI\55
r ONSIT
the Maverick and dedicated a
newly constructed plaza. But organizers said they decided not to reenact the burial because it is not
es nvironmentally wise to bury’ a
car.
That symbolic act 20 years ago
represented as much enthusiasm as
naivete, said John Wheeler. chair
Mary Morello Daily staff photographe of Earth Corps. a group that was
formed as a result of President
President Fullerton and John Wheeler, Ilarth Corps director, stand by students who show their concern for the environment
George Bush’s mandate to plant
more trees.
Members of the Student Affiliation For Hivironmental Respect
participated in Tuesday’s events
with skepticism. They said they
tear that everyone will forget about
By Kevin J. Weil
the ens ironment as soon as Earth
Daily staff writer
Day is over.
The Stirs is al Rey is al celebration and
"It’s a pretty instant commitplaza commemoration ended after a morning
ment. Just add water." said Erfilled with guest speakers. a tree planting dednesto Montenero. one of Tuesication and a colorful parade. but not without
day’s speakers and president of
some students wondering if this was a token
SAFER. He said SAFER members
event lack ing future commit loon.
are going to sit back and see if the
With strong vocai support from SAFER
students and faculty members are
and the Ens ironmental Resource Center. Erreally as committed to making the
nesto Montenero. president of SAFER and stuchanges necessary to save the envident reprcsetil.it sc tor the event, gave a speech
ronment as they say they are.
filled with tier) demands for changing lifestyles
"It’s not only institutions that
and cautious hopes for working with the adminhave to change. it’s individuals
istration.
too." Montencro said.
He pointed out the cause for all the ens iPete Ellis, a 1970 graduate of
ronmental damage coming from anthropocen
SJSU and one of the people who
tricky. the belief that human beings are the cenhelped bury the car, told the crowd
ter of the universe.
that it needs to recommit to the enThe belief is as immature as preventing
vironment by getting rid of the enthe rain tram tailing and the Earth from turndangering products. starting with
ing." he said.
the balloons used in the parade,
Montenero issued a stern warning to the
plastic bags. pesticides and plastic
audience that this event could not simply- go by
Doily staff photographer cups on campus.
Mary Morello
without policies.
"I wasn’t too impressed seeing
"The entire campus has a collective reing the the car during the parade. The car Styrofoam cups in the faculty cafesponsibility to actively evaluate its impact on Members of the Alpha Phi sorority and
was buried by SJSU students to increase teria." Ellis said.
the local and global environment," Montenero Kappa Sigma fraternity reenact the burial of
awareness of environmental problems.
Several of the greek houses parSee SURVIVAL. hock page a 1970 Ford Maverick 20 years ago by pushMO.
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Lifestyle changes urged by SAFER

Cronin surrenders IFC presidency
By Edu in Aces edit
Daily staff writer

Todd Cronin stepped down as
president of the Interfraternity Council.
calling it a victory for Greek slivereig.nty.
Cronin announced his decision
during Monday’s IR’ meeting, then
turned the president’s gavel user tim\ Ice
president Colin Clover. who will act as
president.
"I stepped down and sovereignty
was maintained.** Cronin said idler the
meeting. "We made the decision. (the
university) didn’t."
Cronin. a history and pre-law
major, left the president’s chair, and as
he walked to a back corner of the room.
those in attendance gave him a round of
applause.
Student Services asked Cronin to
step down after his fraternity, Pi Kappa
Alpha. was suspended by its national
headquarters for violations of hazing.
drug and alcohol policies.
The "1990 Women of San Jose
State" calendar. which created an uproar because of some nude and seminude photos. was also a factor in the
suspension.

Members of the fraternity said the
haiing violations were blown out of
proportion and that of the 65 members,
maybe two or three smoke marijuana.
Joe Espinosa. Pike president, said the
infractions of the alcohol policy didn’t
mean members of the fraternity were alcoholics.
Cronin said it was "unprecedented" for the univeristy to get involved with the inner structure of a student orgnization. Cronin said he was
"fed up with the controversy and the
capriciousness of the dean of Student
Services office.’’
Even if Pi Kappa Alpha is reinstated next year, Cronin said he
would not be hack with the IFC or the
fraternity.
Samuel Henry. assistant dean of
Student Services who is in charge of
student disciplinary actions, said it was
"flawed interpretation" to think that
Student Services tried to make Greek
decisions.
Because the WC is a membership
organization. Henry said Student Services saw the situation as a constitutional
issue. since Cronin is a member of an
organization not recognized by the uni-

’I stepped down (as
IFC president) and
sovereignty was
maintained.’
Todd Cronin,
former IFC president
versity.
"This will be my last ifleeting as
IFC president. Cronin told the council
Monday. "Not because I do not want to
continue, but because it is best for all
parties concerned that I do not."
"I’m glad to do it." Clover said
when asked about taking over as president. "I can fill the position. I wish
none of these things happened to his
fraternity."
Cronin said there was pressure
from the administration to quit and
pressure from his peers to stay on. He
also put pressure on himself to decide
what the best course would be for the
Greek system.
"I have been called many things,

’It’s not only
institutions that
have to change,
It’s individuals
too.’
Ernesto Montenero
SAFER president
ticipated in the parade along with
children from the Francis Gullard
Child Development Center. Moran
said.
Students had different reasons
for participating in the es ent
One student who is a scuba diving instructor said he participated
in the parade because people need
to he more aware of vs hat is happening to oceans and lakes.
"I see what everyday’ misuse
does to the water. A lot of people
see it from the surface, I see it
from underneath." said Robert
Pennell. a senior material engineering majia.
"You dive in Lake Tahoe and
the brown algae is getting so had
from people swimming and the petroleum products from boats."
The parade is important because
it educates people. "I think I’ll be
more aware. I’m not going to
change my life and get rid of my
car." said Nicole Anderson. a ju
nior recreation and leisure major.
Opposing all rut the media attention the eyent lecely ed. "I think
we effectly ely diffused this propasaid John Press
ganda. It’s a
vice president of SAFER. But the
event was not a waste because
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
"made a commitment and we’re
going to see that she hy es up to
it. ’
Although organizers said Tuesday’s event went vied]. parade organizers thought they were going
to have to settle ft,r a 1972 green
Maverick. But Tuesday at 7:30
Moran found a 1970 yellow
Maverick on her way to campus.

Apple appeal

from a hero to a lo.er to a drug user, Cronin said. "Those that know me
know that none of the above are true.
"However, speculation is rampant
and the best thing that can be done for
the Greek system would he to let the
well -qualified people remaining on the
council carry on the work."
"The Greek system needs to go on
and prosper." he said after the meeting.
"With me as the head, it will be
stifled.
Chris Carpita. IFC vice president
in charge of membership. said the administration learned not to meddle in
fraternity affairs.
"I think the administration learned
’Hands off student organizations.’ "
Carpita said. "This is a school issue,
not just a fraternity thing."
Some people in the administration.
however, have treated the IFC with
some respect during the controversy.
Clover said.
"Dean (Samuel) Henry was very
understanding." said Clover of the assistant dean of Student Services in
charge of student disciplinary actions.
"He just gave us the facts and said
’You guys make your own decision.’’

L

Course to focus on environmental perspectives
By Christine De Grass
Daily staff writer

"We will he treating environmentalism as a discourse (a formal discussion)." Jaehne said.
According to Jaehne. the class will approach the
environment from an environmental perspective to
look at a minimum of four different levels of where
the environment and problems take on meaning.
These levels are:

As 1990 marks the beginning of a new environmental decade. SJSU will add a new. experimental
class this fall titled "Communication and the Environment 1961)."
Taught by Assistant Professor Dennis Jachne.
the class will treat the concept of the environment as a
*Interpersonal relational, which looks at the incommunication phenomenon. According to Jaehne.
the class will start from the premise that only the envi- dividual.
*Disciplinary, which takes a scientific view.
ronment is meaningful to humans and it is created in
*Public. which looks at the view of the institutioand through communication practices. From there.
they will begin to ask questions, such as "what does nal bureaucracy, such as the Department of Forestry.
*Mass, which looks at how the concept gets methe environment mean for individuals and various indiated through sources like TV and magazines.
terest groups in society?"

The media covers one aspect about an issue
while ignoring others, Jaehne said. As an example. he
cited the Exxon oil spill.
"The media focused in on the captain (Hazelwood), blaming the incident on a drunk. taking our
eyes off other issues." he said. "Ecological imbalances are a lot harder to portray than dead birds."
Once they have completed the class. Jaehne
hopes that students will be able to think more critically about public discourse in general, and the environment in particular.
The class. offered as an upper division elective
credit for environmental studies and communications
students, will be held Tuesday and Thursday at 1:30
p.m.

Rick Romagosa

Daily staff photographe

MBA student John Osborne would has
been a hain sight for 1% iniam Tell as Osborn’
nails in front of the bookstore.
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Responsibilities
need to be met

oi(

Homeless need
love, attention
)1i ihe night it Apt ii 5, something VCI) trains hammed m Hugh Gillis Hall A homeless
poson isas sleeping in the building at 10 p.m..
vs as »oken up by a University Police Department J it t icer and asked to leave.
1 his homeless person was not a threat to
anyone The homeless are no more a threat than
any other member of the public is likely to he.
’they might he an annoyance and affront to the
middle-class saint:s ot some people in the community but haw we considered that society’s
meddle-class saint!s might affront the homeless
in some sA as ’
1 knoss that the L PI) officer was only doing
his job, hut who ultimately has gi anted him the
authority to do so? The !away CI SA hit pays his
salary \lost students at SJSI: sork and are
therefine Ia SpaS cr. al SI) I think it ISliii ic we decided that a new policy is needed with respect to
the homeless and let them use SJSU facilities at
night to sleep. Since there are no classes at
night. educanon will not suffer a bit.
The 1..sent Center was a fiscal fiasco that
ripped oft the taxpayer. Perhaps we can make
amends by opening the Fvent Center with its
clean and polished II(Nas to the homeless to
sleep during the night. The number of homeless
sv ill probably he about 100 people based on a
rough estimate of those I see in the campus
neighborhotxl.
Mr. James McEntee, director of the office
of human relations of Santa Clara Counts . oversees the homeless situation in the county Ile
said that there are about 3,000 homeless people
in this county at any one time out of a total
county population of I .2 million. The homeless
population may turn out to he actually higher
atter the recent census count figures are released.
’the National Guard Armory and a few
other places take care of a number of homeless.
so SJSU’s share again will not he much more
than 1(1) people. There are other places on campus besides the Event Center that can house the
homeless at night at little or no cost to the university.
The easy thing to do would he to ignore the
plight of the homeless. The difficult thing would
he to find a solution to the homeless situation.
Let us do the difficult thing. Let us seize the opportunity of doing something really good and
not squabble over minor details ;ind issues while
the homeless stiffer.
I urge groups like Faculty for Social Responsibility. Amnesty International. SAFER
and Associated Students President-Elect Amez
Washington and the SJSU administration to
work out a policy that will let SJSU house the
homeless at night when classes are not held. My
feeling is that a majority of taxpaying citizens at
SJSU would want that to happen. Even those
is Ito don’t like seeing the homeless will not have
Ii isorry as the homeless will be here at night.
out of sight, out of mind as they say.
Since we come to a university to get an education, let us be educated about the timeless
virtues of compassion and kindness. These are
the great lessons of life that do not come in textbooks. It would be tragic if we left a university
uneducated.
George Pinto is a graduate student in philosophy and wrote this piece jOr Campus Voice.

Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the editor. All letters may be edited for grammar. libel and
length. The writer’s name, class level. major and
home phone number (nor /or publication) must acletterS. Letters may he delivered to the
company
Spartan Dady newsrmmt in Walhquist Library
North 104 or the Student Union information desk.
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Cleaner bathrooms require all our help
Oh. is hat a pleasant journey.
The bladder is stretched and the
porcelain goddess beckons, but
what do we find when we go to do
the necessary? None other than
the SJSU bathhell incarnate
rooms.
Now, we have a fairly pleasant
campus. and I will be the first to
admit that the picture of Tower
Hall is hli:h adorns most of the
school’s literature gives us quite
the h ) League motif.
But the bathrooms are a different story.
Whatever happened to that quiet
seat of repose where one might
enjoy an engrossing nekvItraper article? Now we have to tolerate the
gross newspaper article that is
floating on the quagmire of the
floor.
Of course you might feel yourself lucky to find a newspaper discarded on the nearby floor, beisn’t
cause frequently there
anything else available to assist
yourself in your necessary duty.
It’s kind of like that feeling
when you step gingerly through the
darkened movie theater for fear of
trampling some sticky drink left
over from a past performance.
Only in this case the lights are on.
and the stickiness isn’t from a leftover drink. It’s from a leftover all
right. hut not ii drink.
The problem isn’t confined
strictly to the floor. though. Some
of the graphic literature on the
walls would make Hugh Hefner

or at least not so nauseating. place
to rest yourself for the great read,
he careful where you put your feet.
In that same lake where floated the
newspaper, your shoes could also
float. If you’re not careful about
picking your feet off the floor.
your socks might go too. And because your hook floating away in
the bathroom probably won’t be an
acceptable excuse to most teachBY LARRY SALISBURY
ers, be careful what you do with
your backpack.
Probably the worst thing about
the bathrooms here at SJSU is not
the accumulated garbage of countless careless students and faculty
hut the resulting stench. No matter
how clean the place might be. that
stubborn stench lingers on, possibly as a reminder to throw away,
flush and most importantly, look at
what you’re doing.
The bathroom mess isn’t the
fault of the overworked janitorial
staff members who already have
hundreds of other rooms to clean,
with little help from the students
and faculty. The bathrooms are our
blush, and not even Richard Pryor fault. We throw the paper on the
would use some of the catchy little floor, clog the toilets and the sink
phrases and twisted bits of humor and use any handy corner for trash.
We don’t have any mothers to
penned by the sit-down comedifollow us to the restroom and clean
ans.
Speaking of sitting down, take a up our mess each time the urge
close look before you do. It would calls. We’re in college now, it’s
appear that many others haven’t time to pick up our own trash.
If we don’t start soon, the lake
bothered and you wouldn’t want
their carelessness to cause any may engulf the whole school.
Larry Salisbury is a Daily staff
’sticky** situations.
Once you have found a pleasant.
tinter
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Once you have
found a pleasant, or
at least not so
nauseating, place to
rest yourself for the
great read, be
careful where you
put your feet.

\ Inch has hccii is niten and said regarding
the Spartan Daily cartoon about "underrpresented minorities published in the Jan. 31
issue. Unfortunately the real issues remain unsolved.
The cartoonists in their responses would
have us believe that they intended to be talking
about a cat and not people. Who ever heard or
"underrepresented cats?" Using the word "underrepresented." one that traditionally refers to
students who have been unable to attend colleges and universities in the same number as
they exist in the community, surely has negative
implications.
In failing to recognize this fact, the cartoonists fail to acknowledge the clear meaning or
their cartoon. But worse yet. they seem unconof those people who
ab4 thnte cartoon.heteeli
cerned
we huri
The Spartan Daily staff tailed, too. to recognize the painful impact that the cartoon would
has,: on meinbers of the academic community.
When confronted with the issues, they too
seemed unable to understand the implication ot
their action and were able to defend themselves
mils under the umbrella of "freedom of the
pre’s, The% were not able to see that the issue
Was not about freedom of the press but about
human feelings.
Of cJiiirse. newspapers can print anything
they want. But most do not. They do not print
pictures of nude people; they do not use "unacceptable language: they change terms as language changes in society (i.e. "Black" instead
of "Negro.") They have even tried to stop callexcept on the
ing grown women "girls
sports page.
Any thinking person knows that these realities are due to economics and taste. factors that
push aside the "freedom of the press argument. Papers do not sell if they do not reflect the
general tone of the community in which they
publish.
The MIR ersits is responding to this situation through the Educational Equity Advisory
Board which commissioned this letter. As a
member of the hoard. I am asking that the Spartan 1 i s eliminate such thoughtlessness and
sometimes purposeful acts of discrimination.
We need to work toward the achievement of the
California State Unkersii mandate that promotes education for all Calitornians and especially for those students who haw long been
denied such opportunities.
A meeting which included members of the
journalism department. the Spartan Daily and
the Educational Equity Advisory Board addressed the problem of racism. sevism and homophobia and concluded that the department
needs to work toward assuring that all of their
students understand the issues of discrimination.
But at the same time. those (0 us on the
hoard also recognize that the canpus :is a whole
needs to educate all students about minority
groups. Dr. Blase of the journalism department
has told us that his faculty is presently reviewing
the curriculum and will attempt to find ways to
reach a broader range of their students.
All of us wish that everyone would understand that there is nothing funny about a joke
when it targets a class of people in a hostile and
demeaning manner. The cartoon was not funny
because it was hurtful and created a hostile environment for our underrepresented students.
The authors can claim first amendment
rights, they can claim literary license and they.
can claim innocence for their intent. But they
cannot claim sensitivity or consideration for
other people’s feelings. Hopefully. the next time
they will understand that they too have a social
responsibility to help make the university and
society a less hostile placc for us all to live in.
The Spartan I )ail iteeds to ttnderstand that
hilits
if nothing else, a recognition that the
day ss iii soon come itt C’ilifornia when underrenotsperi:
etedgrtihmopses groupswthieth majorityirSinitMwenetditr:
which they can learn to become the leaders of
the future, where can they enter the labor force
and become the social and political leaders of
the society, then all Californians will pay a price
in their quality of life.
Only in a society where there is a true sense
of social responsibility can there be true freedom
of the press.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, a counselor at SJSU and
member of the Educational Equity Advisory.
Board, wrote this piece for Campus Voice for
the hoard.
is.

Raiders bid will cost more than money
Every summer, a few Los Angeles Dodgers fans who venture
into the cheapest seats at Candlestick Park are physically abused by
the infamous Giants fans known as
the "Bleacher Creatures "
Every year in the working class
neighborhoods of Europe, "soccer
hooligans assault members 01
visiting fan clubs.
But one of the worst single cases
of fan violence may be committed
by the wealthy and political elite of
the Bay Area.
This unruly crowd would have
the depressed and crime-ridden
city of Oakland risk millions of
dollars that otherwise would be
spent on police protection. education and other already underfunded
social programs. for the opportunity to see a live Raiders game at
the Oakland Coliseum.
The Raiders boosters, like all
other instigators of fan violence,
place a ridiculous level of importance on their game.
But the powerful Raiders fans
are much more sophisticated than
the European crowds who are
usually involved in soccer riots and
the Giants fans who act like animals when the rival team conies to
town.
The Raiders fans have come up
with economic and political rational to justify their twisted priorities.
They ’is that the more than
$600 million it will cost to bring
the Raiders back to Oakland. will
quickly be paid off. The Raiders
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BY ADAM STEINHAUER

But one of the worst
single cases of fan
violence may be
committed by the
wealthy and political
elite of the Bay
Area.
fans are fanatics, they say. They’ll
pay any price for tickets.
And after the debt on the Raiders’ return is paid off, the team will
he a tremendous boon to the city’s
economy and will "bring pride"
back to the city of Oakland, say the
Raiders fans.
It’s strange that people who are
so passionate about an athletic
team that they’re willing to pay
more than Ii6(10 million to bring it
closer to home, don’t understand

why watching sports is so much
fun.
Sports are unpredictable. This is
why being a fan is exciting. This is
why Raiders fans like football.
This is also why the Raiders fans
should understand that any team,
especially the mediocre Raiders, is
capable of any level of failure.
They might have losing seasons for
the next 20 years. They might
never win another Super Bowl
again. They might play so badly
that the Raider faithful may stop
buying tickets.
Or Al Davis may accept a few
hundred million dollars from Oakland and then back out of the deal,
as he did to the city of Irwindale.
Of course. Davis might deal
fairly with Oakland and the Raiders might also live up to the greatest expectations they’re supporters
have.
But the key word is "might."
Bringing the Raiders back is a
$600 million gamble.
The money. the Raiders fans
would gamble with pays for what
little police protection the citizens
of Oakland have. It pays for an already inadequate schooling system
for Oakland’s children. It pays for
what few solutions there may be to
the many problems that the poor
people of Oakland must live with.
Raiders fans’ overzealousness
might easily kill as many people as
any soccer riot.
Adam Steinhauer is a Daily staff
writer

Thanking those that gave
Editor.
On behalf of the patients who arc receiving the
blood we collected, I would like to extend our thanks
to the SJSU students, staff and faculty members for
their support of this year’s blood drive. In only four
days, a total of 739 individuals registered with us, and
644 actual bl(xxl donations were made.
These outstanding results would not have been
possible without the strong support of the Arnold Air
Society and FIJI fraternity. These groups contributed
many hours of time, both before and during the drive,
to ensure its success.
Thank you SJSU for giving the gift of life!
Tina Fletcher
Recruitment consultant
Stanford University blood bank

Column policy
Signed columns are written by members of the
Spartan Daily staff. They express the opinion of the
writer and not the viewpoints the newspaper staff
or department ofjournalism and mass (WM11116(11lions.
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Driving practice

ecause many A I en s are na
an
pus eters. day. YeiterDailt
provide% retttlert oil& to fel
0/
the pre% taw day’ .% top Awriet.
Football boosters are circulating
petitions to reinstate former head
coach Claude Gilbert and give
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman
a "no cimlidence vote.’
Torn Bradler. a 1970 SJSU
graduate, said he and several members of the SJSU football boosters
who believe Gilbert was wrongfully fired.
Magdelena Aldana. Lisa Desai,
Nicole Launder and Don Brooks
were the winners in the Associated
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Students run-off
April 4 and 5.

elections held

Li
Results of SJSU Tay-Sachs
screenings conducted in February.
revealed four earners ot the disease out ot the I9K tested. according 10 Linda Foie). a doctor at the
University of Calitiwnia Medical
Center who orchestrated the testing
along with S.ISU.
After winning one out ol three
IAA Vegas last weekend.
the Spartan baseball team look a
break trom Big West play with a
non -conference game against Cal
Slate Hayward yesterday
pllles Ill

Cash For Your Books
Voted Best Bookstore
in the Bay Area
Mon.-Thur. 10 a.m.-9p.m.
Fri.& Sat. 10 a.m.- 10p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Recycle
Book Store
138 E. Santa Clara (Near 4th)
286-6275
Bring in this coupon for 10% off.

Kelly Davis - Daily stall photographer
Pat thirst, lat and Racine Rosque/ center, high members of the
Sri(’ %%omen’s golf team, lake ad% antaige
last oeek’s sunny

%%rattier to get in s
(Irking practice at South Campus. Their
Intuit Roe Pillarini joined them.

or

Yours Will Be

FREE!
Too much TV makes kids fat, study says
CI II( \( i( I (AP)
lot) much
’IV iii Like children fat and more
violent. the American Academy of
Pediatrics says.
In its first policy statement on
children and TV since 1984, the
39.000-member academy Monday
that parents should cut their child, n’s TV vies). rig which averages as much as 23 hours a week
at least in half.

ti

lle.o?, ’UV watching contributes
substantially to childhood obesity
and is one cause ut iolent Or aggressive beh:IV or, the academy
said.
Dr Victor Strashurger. a member ol the committee that prepared
the policy statement. complained
titters "a steads diet of violence... causing some y oungsters
to belies e "that if you’re the pouf

iolencc can he acceptable.’
ui sol e problems.
1-AplaiimpJ the link to obesity.
Strashurger. ot the tlniversity of
New Mexico School of Medicine.
said TV watching is a sedentary
act is its . kids usually eat in front of
the set, and "the nutritional messages on tele\ istout are so terrible.
The policy statement credits a
\

198 5 study by Drs. Wit. Dietz
and S.L. (jortmaker that appeared
in the journal Pediatrics. Dietz.
also a committee member, has
done follow-up research.
The pediatricians said A.C.
Nielsen Co. data indicate children
2 to 5 watch TV about 25 hours
weekly: 6- to I I -year-olds, more
than 22 hours weekly; and 1 2 -to
17-y ear -olds. 23 hours weekly.

SpartaGuide
SparlaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The.
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
BUL LYT: A presentation by Dr. Engell
1230 p.m.
AD CLUB: General meeting, 7 p.m.. S.0
Umunhum Room Call 924-3270.
ASSOCIATION OF ROCK’N’ROLL AT
SJSU: Bug Concert. noon. Student Union
Amptheater. Call 287-6417
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon, S U Pacheco Room: 3:30
pm. to 5 p m . Admin 201. Call 924-5930.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible Study Gospe
of Mark. noon. S U Montalvo Room Cal
298-0204
ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMUNICATION,
STUDIES, FORENSICS TEAM, SEAS AND
SAFER: On campus debate. 1 pm. Eng
Aud 189 Call 924-5467
OHANA OF HAWAII: General meeting, 5
p.m., S.U. Almaden. Call 924-7942: General
meeting on food bazaar. 530 p.m.. S.U. Almaden. Call 274-2755
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS: Forum. 90 91

budget, 3 p.m.. S.0 Council Chambers Call
924-0240.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Co-op orientation, 11 a.m., S.U.
Costanoan. Business graduates report back,
2 30 p.m , S U Umunhum Call 924-6030.
THURSDAY
ECONOMICS STUDENT’S ASSOCIATION:
Speaker, Homer Fletcher. Rel. S.J Head Librarian. ’Intellectual Freedom (truth, trust.
and information), necessary ingredients for
representative government. noon. S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Call 262-2961.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon. Admin 223. Call 924-5930
A.S.P.B: Open House, noon to 2 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room: Charlie Brechtel Band.
noon, S.U. Ampitheatre. Call 924-6261
PHI KAPPA PHI: Monthly meeting. 11.30
am
PHYSICS SEMINAR: J.F Young of Stanford University on Extreme Ultraviolet Lasers: Principles, Technology and Applications." 1:30 p.m., Science Building 251. Call
924-5267.
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study fellowship noon. outside S U
Council Chambers Call 268-1411
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting,
noon, Campus Christian Center (lower
level), 10th and San Carlos.

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: The
dating game relationships, sexuality. intimacy: 7 p.m.. Campus Ministry Chapel,
10th and San Carlos Call 298-0204.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Weekly
meeting. 7 p m . S U. Almaden, Call 2576050.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE Meeting for organizing Cinco De Mayo
and upcoming events 5:30 p m.. Wahlquist
Library third floor, Chicano library. Call 4527462.
FRIDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize Candlelight
Prayer, 730 p.m. to 8 30 p.m. Campus Ministry Chapel. 10th and San Carlos Call 2980204.
SAN JOSE FOLK DANCERS: Beg. Int
Kolo (Class and requests). drop-ins welcome. 8 p.m (class). 9 p.m to 10:30 p.m.
(requests). SPX 89, Women s Gym. Call
293-1302 or 287-6369.

JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Emergency
Meeting. 6.30 p.m., Randy s Apartment. Call
725-8269
MONDAY
A.S. INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: Food bazaar. 3 pm. SU Von also
OTHER
BEETHOVEN CENTER: Lecture on Beethoven’s Sixth and Seventh Symphonies by Dr
Alfred Kanwischer, 730 p m, Concert Hall
Call 924-4590.

Psst... Do you enjoy Vietnamese foods? Then
bring yourself to the Pho Hoa Restaurant
where you will be served with a fortifying bowl
of Vietnamese beef noodle soup called "Pho".
The soup will be boiling, delicately seasoned
with Oriental herbs and garnished with a
generous Lingle of noodles, bean sprouts,
fresh coriander, and peppermint,....It’s delicious!
And it will be quick too. In fact, Pho is intended
for the exhausted students, like yourselves who
do not have much time, yet need a hearty lunch
to last until late dinner.
Pho also fits a student budget: $3.55 to $4.25
for a complete lunch. It is no wonder the
Mercury News calls Pho Hoa the best bargain
in town.
Right now, you can enjoy our special discount:

For every two bowls your friends order:
Yours will be free!
515 S. 10th Street

Downtown San Jose
PhoiHcia% Corner
of 10th and William
iI

(408)

279-3060

Offer expires 4130190

$1.00 CASH + 1 BAXTER’S BUCK = ANY DRINK
I BUCK PER DRINK
NO CASH VALUE

SATURDAY
SJSU DANCE THEATRE: ’3-0 dance cut,
cert." 8 p.m.. SPX 219. Call 924-4580.
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Morning
Worship. 10 45 (Lutheran worship): 6:308 00 (Catholic Mass). Campus Christian
Center Chapel (10th and San Carlos) Call
298-0204

I 9624 Steven,’ ( reek filo!

Look out
below

It’s time you gave yourself a GSE
If you’re sexually active, you shouicl know at:foul the
GSE GSE stands for genital self-examination It’s
a simple examination you can give yourself to check
for any signs or symptoms of a sexually transmitted
disease Send for your free GSE Guide today. Because when it comes to sexual relationships, there
are some important things to look out for
To receive your free GSE Guide, simply fill out and
return the coupon or call, toll-free, 1-800-234-1124.
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Spartans suffer loss in home meet
By Nick Fisher
Daly staff wrier
After a rain &lay . the %1St
alcus tennis team finished its last
tome match of the season against
Utah Monday. Utah handed the
Spartans their fourth straight dual
match loss, beating them 7-1.
The loss dropped SJSU’s overall
record to 6-15 Utah improved
their record to 13-11 .
The light rain was just enough to
make the courts slick, which could
cause an mita.). Play was stopped
for about a half-hour during the
first set of mina of the matches.
After the rain stopped, players resumed their matches.
"I didn’t want to take any
chances about losing any more
people," said SJSU Coach John
Hubbell. who has had his No. 3
singles player, Billy Ball, out with
an injury most of the year.
"It’s tough when you have to
stop and start," Hubbell said. "It
becomes more mental."
The Spartans’ No. 1 Mike Chinchiolo offered SJSU the only ray of
sunshine in an otherwise dreary
day.
Chinchiolo had just broken
Chris Entzers serve and was ahead
6-5 before the rain delay. After the
delay. Chinchiolo held serve and
finished out the match with the
Spartans only win, 7-5, 6-7 (7-4
tiebreaker). 6-3
In the second set, neither could
break serve. Hubbell said that
Chinchiolo had trouble breaking
serve because of the nine-day layoff.
Chinchiolo said he felt rusty
after not playing any matches over
Spring break.
"The toughest shot to get your
timing on is the return of serve.
Hubbell said.
Chinchiolo would either attack
the serve or "play it safe." said
Hubbell. When he attacked, he
missed many of his shots. When he
played it safe by taking some pace
off of the return. Entzel attacked
the net and put away his volley.
Chinchiolo did manage to break
serve in the second game of the
third set. He held his own serve to
close out the set, 6-3.
With the win. Chinchiolo improved his indi% ’dual record to 178, winning his 10th straight singles
match.
In No. 2 singles, Johann Hogs-

Stanford beats Hawaii
for playoff position
Hawaii
HONOLULU i AP)
volleyball coach Alan Rosehill ’We had a 7-1
Says it’s a shame that his team isn’t
in the Western Intercollegiate Vol- record on the
leyball Association playoffs. but
there’s not much that can be done road, we beat
about it.
USC, UCLA and
The Rainbows finished tied for
third in the Harry Wilson Division we beat Long
with a 12-4 record, but lost a tiebreaker to Stanford because the Beach in three.
Cardinal beat them twice during But that wasn’t
the regular season.
So, despite their No. 4 ranking, good enough.’
and despite being the top-ranked
Alan Rosehill,
defensive team, the season is miser
Hawaii volleyball coo( h
for Hawaii.
"I’m pretty disappointed."
Rosehill told The Associated Press
in a telephone interview Monday WIVA playoffs from the Burt lknight. "We had a 7-1 record on the Groot Divisoon. Santa Barbara,
road, we beat USC, UCLA and we finished the season with a 6-1(1 dibeat Long Beach in three. But that vision record. Another. Cal StateNorthridge. was 8-8. The only
wasn’t good enough.
To add insult to injury, one of team with a winning record in the
the three teams advancing to the division is UCLA. at 13-3.

The A.S. Program Board Presents:

Wednesday Night Cinema
NO one thought a rebel
like Joe Skwak would make it
through medical schteil
But they didn’t know Joe.

staw,
C

Marcia Lepler
No. 3

Daily staff photographer

seeded Muuricio Cordova shows determination as he faces a Utah team member.

tedt defeated SJSIls Brian Eagle.
7-5. 3-6. 6-2. Hogstedt, a junior SPARTAN
from Sweden. outlasted Eagle
from the backcourt with his consistent groundstrokes and strong forehand.
Eagle was able to win the second set h playing more aggresively and attacking the net. Hubbell
"When someone comes running
said. Eagle won a higher percentage of points when he attacked the at you up to the net, you don’t have
net.
time to set up and the player often

SPORTS

misses

his passing shot." Hubbell

said.
In other singles matches. Bredan
Bowyer (Utah) defeated Mauricio
Cordova (SJSU), 6-1. 6-3; Martin
Tenlen defeated Billy Ball. 6-2. 63: Jorgen Lindeman defeated Toby
McElravey. 6-1, 6-1: Chris Reilly
defeated Guy Takahashi. 6-1,6-0.
The Spartans lost two of their
three doubles matches. The third
was cancelled due to rain.

GROSS
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toughest Lourse in medical sr Ir ,
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Funded by Associated Students. For more info call 924-6261

U.S. hockey team defeated
FRIBOURG. Switzerland (API
Team USA, using a lineup containing only four NHL players,
was routed 7-1 by Czechoslovakia
in its opening game at the World
Hockey Championships.
Zdenko Ciger. Robert Reichel
and Jiri Dolezal scored two goals
apiece for Czechoslovakia. Chris

Dahlquist of the Pittsburgh Penguins scored the Americans’ lone
goal at 7:19 in the third period.
In an earlier opening-round
game, Team Canada beat West
Germany 5-1. The Soviet Union.
the defending champion. blitzed
Norway 9-1 and Sweden beat archrival Finland 4-2 at Bern

Communicate In Color

Who’s having an affair with whom?

& even their secrets have secrets.

The things they get away with!

Now At IGnko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies!
Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Open Early, Late, & Weekends
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

knoiling do’s 3, (Whig
and here 1,44, could pii a irip lo
the 1101ime Ennio on lift.4kettit

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

kinkoss
the copy center

To enter the ABC Day TV Sweepstakes complete the answers on Flircoupon.
ALL MY
CHILDREN

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
Earn while 011 learn. Make a short term commitment to tempiran
aiiugnment during us itions.ir breaks. Earn goi id rat a ith Western
Temporan Servises and gain valuable extvrience on the p it, Work a hen
SOU want, where villl %ant. Itft as long in %urn want We’re ala.it here
%hen iiti need mime% most Give us a call Western Tempi wan Set%
The one ti call when yini want to work
T in and ask tor sour cotnishmentan "(Male to Stave...nil
Inters is-wing" booklet. Over 150 offices worldwide.
San Jose: $41 Blossom Hill Rd., Suite 2120
(408) 165-7700
1499 Smith BASCOM Ave.,Suite trls21
(408) 1714171
47 Metro Drive
(408)4;21911
Sunnyvale: 657 Town & Country Village
(408) :4i 4850

8 Divisions
F,*

Western

TEMPORARY SERVICES.

In Pine Valley, get your hair done
and gossip about who’s with whom
at the G

ONE
LIFE TO
LIVE

In Llanview,
secrets unfold at
’s Place.

GRAND PRIZE: All expense paid trip for two to the Daytime Emmy Awards on ABC.
FIRST PRIZE: Panasonic20" Color Wand VCR.
SECOND PRIZE: 500 Day TV T-Shirts
THIRD PRIZE: 1000 one-year subscriptions to ABC’s

EPISODFS Magazine.
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In Port Charles, they
get away with plenty at
’s Diner.

ABC DAY TV SWEEPSTAKES
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No. 1 draft choice falls to fourth

Magic Martin
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Chris Martin pitched seven innings and gave up
only one run in the Spartans’ 8-2 victory over Cal

photographe

State Hayward. Martin also had three strike outs
while compiling his seventh win of the season.

Five reasons why Keith
AP
McCants is having a worse year
thus tar than you are:
1 The All-American linebacker
from Alabama began 1990 a Itk
to be the NFL". No. 1 draft choice
and a certain millionaire. But nocc
he is in free -fall and may return o
earth only a couple-hundred-thousand-aire.
2. His future employer% aren’t
wild about his choice of friends.
3. His muscles still make for
great pictures; his knee does not.
4. Ile lost a step and found a fecc
pounds.
5. lie shrunk.
And so, Keith McCants, apparently. is going to become the oh co lesson of this year’s NH
chatt Ilovs tar he tumbles, if at all.
cc on’ t be known until next Sunday.
But some league observers say if
he gets past Tampa Bay, where his
college coach. Ray Perkins, will
wield the fourth pick, or the Chicago Bears, No. 6 and in need of a
linebacker, it could he a long drop.
And keep in mind that the slide
lList from first to fourth could cost
hint between S2 million and $3
million over the life of a four-year
contract.
McCants got off on the wrong
foot by hiring an agent. Lance
Luchnick, with a checkered past
and a cloudier future. Luchnick,
who admitted previously to paying
college athletes and coaches in violation of NCAA rules, is even now
the subject of a grand jury investigation to determine whether he violated an Alabama sports-agent
law that carries a maximum 10year jail sentence.
Though he represents few football players. some of Luchnick’s
basketball-playing clients have
been known to hold out, a term
that sends chills down the spine of
image-conscious NFL owners.
Indeed, if truth be told land few
agents or league executives speak
for the record on such matters),
some of the more conservative
owners would rather bargain
across a table with William
Kuntsler than I.ance Luchnick.
McCain,’ second step didn’t go
any better. When he deigned to

’From the
workout, you get
the idea this kid
(Keith McCants)
is not coming into
the NFL saying,
’I’m doing
everything I can
to be worthy of
the No. 1 pick."
Bobby Beathard,
Chargers general manager
hold a workout earlier this month
for those teams fighting for the
right to make him a millionaire, his
performance wasn’t worth the
ante.
He showed up overweight and
did just nine repetitions in the 225 pound bench press. compared to
the average of 17 done by those
linebacking prospects who went
through the NFL’s full scouting
combine in February. His fastest
time over 40 yards was 4.68 seconds in April: last year. he covered
the same distance in 4.45.
Further. an X-ray revealed a
knee injury no one even knew
McCants had and most ignominiously, perhaps. he was measured

AY

at 6-tukul
inches, though
throughout his playing days. the
Crimson Tide media guide had him
at 6-5.
’It was a case.’ San Diego
Chargers general manager Bobby
Beathard said. ’where the real
work and evaluation wasn’t done
until after word came out that this
superhuman football player was
making himself available for the
draft.
’Now. I still think he’s a terrific
football player. and I don’t think
anybody questions how good he
was in college or how good he
could he in the pros. But from the
workout, you get the idea this kid
is not coming into the NFL saying.
’I’m doing everything I can to he
worthy of the No. I pick.’
Attempts to reach McCants on
Sunday at his home in Alabama
were unsuccessful and messages
left on an answering machine in
Luchnick’s San Antonio. Texas.
office were not returned.
McCants. however, has talked
at length about every aspect of his
decision to turn pro and said he
would go wherever and whenever he lands with no regrets.
Keith McCants is going to be a
steal for some team some day. hut
because he squandered the downpayment, the cost of the first lesson
that professional finnball is
a business run by grownups who
take it very seriously is on him

DELTA UPSILON
CONGRATULATES OUR
SPRING 1990 PLEDGE CLASS

"Dikaia, Dude!"

St5.1e Anholt
Joey Angeles
Greg Arnerich
Francisco Barriocanal
Marc Hinoki
Ramon Jimenez-Gaona
Mark Lane
Brian Mendenhall
Scott Morris
Ron Quinonez
Eric Reyes
Tony Towfighl

Spartans back on track with 8.2 win
II) Randy Robertson
Daily staff writer

For the Spartan baseball
team, some things never
change.
Not only did they heat Cal
State Hayward 8-2 Tuesday, but
senior left fielder Eric Booker
and junior third baseman Jeff
Ball were the key players.
Ball doubled twice and drove
in two runs while Booker had a
pair of singles and RBI’s. Ball
leads the club with 59 RBIs and
Booker leads the team with a
.379 batting average.

Tom Ford named
new U.C. Irvine
Athletic Director
Tom
IRVINE. Calif. (API
Ford, former athletic director at the
University of Houston. was hired
Monday as the athletic director at
UC Irvine.
Ford. 48. succeeds John Caine.
who served six years as the athletic
director before being named a special assistant to Chancellor Jack
Peltason last September.
Dr. Horace Mitchell. vice chancellor -student affairs, has been
serving as the interim athletic director.
"I am very pleased to announce
the appointment of Toni Ford as
director of athletics at UC
Mitchell said at a news conference
on campus. "He brings years of
experience as a manager in Division 1 athletics and meets all of the
criteria that is essential for the position."
Ford comes to UC Irvine front
the University of Arizona l’s
tended University in Phoenix.
where he has been a manager overseeing
University
Extended
classes, budgeting, faculty selection. marketing and promotions
since March of 1989.
Ford is also senior associate and
lead consultant for Pacific Research Associates, a firm that conducts reviews and analyzes interprograms
collegiate
athletics
throughout the nation.
Ford was Houston’s athletic director from 1984-86.
He served 15 years (1964-79) at
the University of Pacific, working
in various fiscal capacities including coordinating the capital campaign for the A.G. Spanos Center.
Ford will assume his new post at
1/C Irvine on May I.
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SPORTS
"Those guys have done so
much for us this year." SJSU
coach Sam Piraro said. ’We are
relying on those guys."
With the win the Spartans
raised their record to 35-8 while
the Pioneers dropped to 8-33.
Junior right-hander Chris
Martin pitched seven strong in-

3

IlIngs lig the win. In improving
his record to 7-1 Martin gave up
just five hits and one run. He
struck out three hatters and only
walked two hitters.
"I was struggling for a little
hit. but I’m coming hack."
Martin said of his performance
this season.
Tom Kunis, SJSU pitching
coach added, "He was on a
mission. He wanted to win."
The Spartans travel to Fresno
State on Friday for a three game
series this weekend with the
Bulldogs.

Virginia names new basketball coach
Va.
(’11..\ It LOTTESVILLE.
Assistant Jeff Jones was
(AP)
named as Virginia’s basketball
coach, ending a search that saw
three more prominent coaches turn
down a chance to succeed Terry
Holland.
The 29-year-old Jones, who becomes the youngest head coach
ever at the school, became an as-

sistant at Virginia in 1982 and
played under Holland in 1979-82.
During the coaching search conducted by athletic director Jim
Copeland, Providence coach Rick
Barnes turned down the job and
Xavier’s Pete Gillen and Standford’s Mike Montgomery turned
down overtures about coming to
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Air popped popcorn smothered In wale cheddar cheese

These Wings
Will Let Your Career Soar
FLIGHT ATTENDANT

Yruo
career
As a Continental
will soar with a star-Tung salary of $14.011 per night hour. in addition
will
you
Attendants,
Flight
to the 143 hours guaranteed for Reserve
also receive unique travel privileges
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All applicants must he willing to relocate to one of the folltming lo,:ations: Houston. TX. Denver. CO: Honolulu. HI: Los Angeles.
CA: Newark. NJ: Cleveland. OH or Sean1c. WA
For further information. please send a letter requesting an appliAttendant Recruiting
cation to: Coutinental Airlines, All:
P.O. Ron 474R. (Sept. (01., Houston. TX 77210-4748

CONTINENTAL
An Equal OPPorlunoly Employe,

YO 0 c A/./’r 6 F
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San Francisco’s road to recovery

Chinatown shuts down
SAN FRANCISCO (API
Despite a merchants’ strike that
turned Chinatown into a s urinal
ghost town, city supers isors have
decided to raze and rebuild an
earthquake -damaged
freeway
rather than take the quicker step
of repairing it
I he Board of Supervisors
soled 6-5 Monday to replace the
two-mile, cies ated Embarcadero
Freeway, which led tourists into
Chinatown. North Beach and
Fisherman’s Wharf before the
(klober quake cracked its concrete lowers.
The vote was seen as a victory.
Sir Mayor Art Agnos, who wants
ai build a sunken roadway that
ssould cost $120 million and take
at least Tour cars
Chinatown merchants had
pressed instead for repairs.
which state officials said would
cost an estimated $32 million and
Bike .i -is months.
5losi ot Chinatown’s 1,200

’This is the first
time in 205 years
the Chinese
community has
shut down their
businesses to
protest.’
Rose

Pak,

protest organizer of the
Chinese Chamber
of Commerce

shops. restaurants and professional offices had shut down
Monday afternoon to protest
plans to demolish the Embarcadero. The City Hall hearing drew
about 1,000 Chinatown residents.
his is the first time in 205

years the Chinese community has
shut down their businesses lo
protest
said protest organize!
Rose Pak of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce.
The vote brought boos from
people in the audience, including
many who came to City Hall in
chartered buses and wore green
T-shirts that read, "We Love the
Embarcadero Freeway."
Merchants have complained
their businesses have suffered
since the freeway was closed by
the 7.1 -magnitude earthquake
that shook Northern California
on Oct. 17, killing 68 people
Deputy Mayor James Ho estimated business is down by 11 percent: Pak put the drop closer to
30 percent for tourist -dependent
businesses and 20 percent foi
those relying on local residents.
In opposing demolition. Su
pervisor Richard Hongisto said
neighborhood businesses would
suffer during the time it will take
a) build a new roadway.

Earthquake recovery affecting lives
San Francisco Board of Supervisors approve project to tear down
Embarcadero Freeway and rebuild despite protests
Two sections of Highway 101 under repair and increasing traffic
Empty buildings and a closed department store still stand in Oakland
Small businesses still waiting for federal loans to begin reconstruction
and inventory replacement
Retail business in S.F. nearly back to normal, operating at 96 %,
while Chintown, North Beach and Fishermans Wharf down 8-18 %
Estimated damages still figured at $5.6 billion, down from the previous
figure of $7 to $10 billion.
Spartan Daily Graphic

Economic woes remain
SAN FRANCISCO (API
Economic and emolional aftershocks of the killer earthquake six months
ago still linger in the San Francisco Bay area, but
most businesses and residents are hack on solid
ground.
Among the visible scars from the quake are sections of important freeways that remain closed, vacant
lots where houses once stood and businesses with
their windows boarded up and doors locked.
The elevated section of Interstate 880 in Oakland. where 42 people died when the road collapsed
Oct. 17, has been dismantled while discussions continue about whether to rebuild or reroute it.
The elevated Embarcadero Freeway stands forlorn near downtown San Francisco while politicians
and business people debate, often heatedly. whether it
should be replaced or rebuilt.
Chinatown merchants angered about a plan to
tear down the freeway. a vital link to their teeming
shopping district, staged a historic strike Monday.
Still, the Board of Supervisors voted 6-5 that afternoon in favor of Mayor Art Agnos plan to replace
the freeway with an underground or surface roadway.
Two sections of busy Highway 101 in San Francisco are under repair. intensifying rush-hour traffic
jams, and some small businesses in hard-hit Oakland.
Los Gatos. Santa Cruz and Watsonville are still awaiting federal loans for reconstruction and inventory replacement.
In downtown Oakland. where many empty buildings are surrounded by chain-link fences, the Emporium department store isn’t expected to reopen until

Mandatory
water rationing
SAN FRANCISCO (API The
San Francisco Water Department.
citing low reservoirs, called lot
mandatory rationing to cut water
use by 25 percent for its 2.2 million customers.
The department’s recommendation Monday proposes the same
formula that was used during the
1988 drought year. based on 1987
usage.
"Anybody who was in the program last time will be getting the
same allotment." said John Mullane, acting director of the water
department.
’The recommendation heads to
the Public
Commission
nest week. If approved. rationing
%%mild probably begin May I.
according to Mullane.
Mullane. who noted reservoirs
are only at 38 percent of capacity.
said rationing is necessary to guarantee enough water to get through
another dry winter.
Supplies will also be cut by 25
percent for the 32 suburban agencies in San Mateo, Santa Clara and
Alameda counties that buy water
from San Francisco. However.
those agencies have the option of
creating their own rationing plan
The Santa Clara Valley Water
I >1st rict adopted mandatory rationing that began on April I.

August. The store suffered more than 510 million in
damage.
.
Small tremors, shrugged off or barely noticed by
the Bay area’s six million residents before the 7.1
magnitude quake last fall, now trigger memories of
the tragedy that claimed 68 lives.
But the region’s economy, on the whole, has rebounded vigorously with no evidence of long-term
damage.
From the computer and chip companies in Silicon Valley to the retail and financial giants in San
Francisco, the Bay area remains one of the most vibrant centers of economic activity in the country.
Retail business in San Francisco is now about 96
percent of normal. said Deputy Mayor James Ho. But
some sections
Chinatown, North Beach. South of
Market, Fisherman’s Wharf and the Mission have
not shared in the rebirth of prosperity. Business in
those areas is down from 8 to 18 percent. Ho said.
An economic index, based on measures of activity in real estate, retailing, services, international
trade. manufacturing and tourism for the nine Bay
area counties, shows the region’s economy virtually
recovered from the quake by December after a small
dip in October and November.
The index compiled by Tapan Munroe, an economist with Pacific Gas & Electric Co. in San Francisco, and Walter E. Hoadley. a Hoover Institution
senior fellow, showed the overall strength of a diversified economy that had long planned on ways to cope
with a big quake.

JCPenny
IS OFFERING
A
$1000
SCHOLARSHIP

Company helping industries
plan for future earthquakes
A
SAN FRANCISCO AP)
company that uses computer programs to help industries plan for
disasters says the technology could
lift cities and states "out of the
Dark Ages" in coping with earthquakes, hurricanes and assaults on
the environment.
The programs gauge the risk of
arious events in different locations and develop the most economical and feasible responses
under each condition, depending
on the priorities chosen.
John Flavio, executive vice
president of Berkeley. Calif. -based
Tenera LP. said his company’s diprograms
saster-management
"create the framework and logic
for government and industry planners to allocate resources effieiently.
"We believe this could help lift
its users out of the Dark Ages
when it comes to anticipating and
reacting to disasters like Hurricane
Hugo. the Oct. 17 earthquake that
struck the San Francisco region. or
Chernobyl." Flavio said.
"One only has to look at the aftermath of such human tragedy to
see the confusion, shortages of resources and funds, and competing
priorities. And what does politics
do to all of this?"
company,
I5-year-old
The
which last year posted $42 million
in revenues, mostly serves the
electric power industry. along with

mining. pharmaceutical, paper and
steel companies It also has a
group that makes ens uninominal
risk assessments.
"This goes tar beyond what is
usually plausible for decision-makers, urban disaster managers or
victims.’ Fla% ii) said. "It can he
applied to whole cities or even
states. It’s like turning on a flashlight in the dark."

WORK..HAR

lbe Department of Energy is applying Tenera’ s prograllis lii analve risks and emergency responses at its Susannah River
Project nuclear weaponry fuel
plant in South (’arolina. across the
riser front Augusta. Ga.
Fla) u) said the programs can
help minimize damage to facilities
and surrounding systems

PLAY HARD

EARN $6-8000 THIS SUMMER!
Earn big money this summer as a sales
representative working in the home
improvement industry.
No experience needed. We will provide
a full training seminar.
Hours are flexible and commissions
are high, allowing you to work this
summer so you can play during school.
For more information, call Allyson at

248-3233
Five Star Ltd.,
3221 Stevens Creek Byld
San Jose
95117

10% off Dream Girl Lingerie
Enhance your life with our
- 15% off Edible lotions
- Exotic Elegant lingerie at the best
prices anywhere.
- Games, toys, gift sets and more.

Intimate Pleasures and Apparel
New retail location

(Take Hamilton ex:,
1645 S. Bascom ave..
Rt. on Bascom)
In the Bel Gato center
Campbell - 377-6135
or call for a pleasure party
featuring lingerie, lotions
and novelties’
(Offer valid with this ad.)

"I’M A
COLLEGE
STUDENT AND
WORKING FOR
KELLY HAS
HELPED ME
UNDERSTAN1)
THE
BUSINESS
WORLD."

WHO IS ELIGIBLE: Members of the following ethnic groups
who desire a career In Retailing: American Indian,
Hispanic, Asian, Black.
APPLICATION PROCESS: Submit transcripts, two professor
recomendatIons and a one page statement detailing your
Interest In retail.
TO:

DR. JOE GIGLIERANO, MARKETING DEPARTMENT

DUE: MAY 4th, 1990

FINAL SELECTION WILL BE MADE BY
THE FACULTY OF SAN JOSE STATE
"I’ve broadened my education and expanded my knowledge. Improved my skills.
It’s the perfect job experience to put on a resume or an application."

Temporary
KELLY Services
The Kelly kul’Peeele

The First and The Best’

rot
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’We need facts,’ Bush says Pittsburg considered for center
Delegates criticize
go-slow approach
with environment
yisapIn ana:y re Riser
, fuel
its% the

us

’In a climate of
poverty or
persistent
economic
struggle,
protecting the
environment
becomes a far
more difficult
challenge.’

WASHINGTON (API --- President Bush told an international
,onierence on global warming
I uesday that more study is needed
the causes of climate changes,
What we need are taus. ’
criticized the president’s
2,1-slow approach.
Bush repeatedly emphasized the
!ink between environmental comeglees and economic costs. "All
it Us must be certain we preserve
sir environmental well-being and
our economic welfare." Bush
,,,id. He called these "two sides of
ink: same coin.’
Some delegates to the confer,nce criticized the administration’s
..iutious approach to dealing with
:he so-called greenhouse effect,
kkhere pollutants released in the
Iarth’s at mosr. here are believed to
nap sunlight and lead to warming
i it the planet.
"Gaps in knowledge must not
used as an excuse for worldwide
inaction," said West Germany’s
,riv ironmental
minister. Klaus
I ,pier in a statement.
Ile said the White House conferAce should include debate over
hat measures might he taken to
,iirh global-warming pollution.
Bush told his audience that
prominent scientists come down on
horn sides of the issue - some
, Laming that failure to control airhone pollutants can lead to series
:lobal warming and others disputing such contentions.
"Where does that leave tis’."’
I ish asked. "What we need are
the stuff that science is made

Bush cited congressional and
White House cooperation on compromise clean-air legislation as a
sign of a U.S. commitment on
cleaning up the environment.
He said that the debate over
global warming "often generates
more heat than light."
Bush. carefully using the phrase
"climate change" instead Of
"global warming, told his audience that recognizing the economic
realities of the cost of environmental cleanup "is in the interest Of
every nation here today."
Bush said that in developing nations, in particular, curbing pollution is especially difficult.
In a climate of poverty or persistent economic struggle, protecting the environment becomes a far
more difficult challenge."
lie added: "There is no better
ally in service of our environment
than strong economies.’
Some of the European delegates
have called 6 ir industrial nations to
make speddic commitments on
controlling .-called greenhouse

The president’s remarks opened
two-day White House conference. As expected, Bush avoided
inaking a specific commitment in
remarks.
’’rending the conference were
drnment environmental. economic and science officials from

West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl made his displeasure
known in a letter to Bush, according to the sources, who asked not
to be identified. The Dutch complained in letters to senior White
House officials that the participants aren’t even given time in
open sessions to address policy op
lions other than additional research.

AVOW.. Buy or sell

Call ore today

Li

ilocal Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your home or business.
Super

specials for everyone
Share the book with family. Coworker, & friends & receive up to
Sr. off on your own order’ Thank
you Also, good part-time Income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251.
5942

Call (415)352-4081
MATTRESS

SETS,.

BEDS,’

NEW’

health & exercise
lips Call Yvette at the Decathlon
Club. 738-7582

PERSONA is psrl of an INT L NET.
WORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Area, we re looking for
people interested in Sales. Acct
Engr . Anne Support & Bllingcei
English Japanese positions No

pieces. Bunkbeds $09. Day beds
599 5 pc bedroom set $199
Desks 574, dressers 579. chests
$46, bed-frames. delivery.’ (415)
745-0900

INTERESTED IN GIVING a seminar
financial
topics
Irvin
range

ask for LEE

Twin set 579. lull set L89. queen
set $139. king set S179 For both

HELP WANTED

Fee PERSONA. (408)153-0505
PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment in
the Fall 1990 semester If you
would like In work with hand.
icapped children in a school set
ling for up to 20 hours per week
next school year this is your op.
portunIty Pick up an application

guidance to

SNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay or
your expertise. knowledge in your
study, field of interest, or hobby
$795 tells you where to go & what
to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you free of char.
Please send check to HART. Boa
110286. Campbell. Cs 95008
PERSONAL LOW up to 52500m,
ISubject to credit approval) Call
FED.
SQUARE
WASHINGTON
ERAL Credit Union at 14081 947/273
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth eyes
and money. too Cleanings and
office visits 51 no charge For brochure see A S office (Student

ruDENT

Health Center) or call (408)371.
6611 in San Jose
THE SAN JOSE KIWANIS CLUB is
looking for interested members to
re-establish San Jose Circle K
Club Please call Richard Robinson at 534-1003
U S S BOXER REUNION
Granddad.
Was
your Father
Uncle. Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U OS Boxer CV21 , if so
we are having a reunion in Pensacola. Florida in Oct The dales are
10th
inlo

I 1th. 12th 8 13th For more
call John Montan al 14151

656-1497

AUTOMOTIVE
AT TENTIONGOVT

seized vehicles
from 5100 Fords. Mercedes. Cor.
velles Chevy. Surplus Buyers
Guide Call 1-602-838-88135. eat
64250

SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS 4-wh.lers.
TV s. stereos furniture commit.
ers by DEA. FBI. IRS and U S customs Available your area now
Call 1805-682-7555. eat C-1255
88 FORD FESTIVA LX, air. cassette 5
spend 38.000 ml excellent con.
dition, 53800 obo Call 980-8110
leave message

COMPUTERS
GREAT PKG. User friendly MacPlue
sig 25 mg ram 64 mg HD Mac
Saver 1200b modem Imagewriter
II mouse add I diskdrIve plus
...Snorting software & manuals
All for 53 200 Please call (415)
964 41375
INFERNO BBS
t Nt 300 1200 2400 baud Merin,
tosh & IBM libraries 23 phone
tines multkuser chat (408) 3953721 (108) 395-5376 1108) 9219035

(415) 964.6083

1415) 858.

6746

FOR SALE
BIODEGRADABLE PLASTIC BAGS.30
gal t 0 beg. 55 other sires avail
klede of cornstarch polyethelena.
bloclegredes when bunted Send
checks to Sharyn Fernandes it
David Dr Concord. C 94518 or
cell 115-687,2548 for more into

A FREE GIFT 1051101 calling plus raise
up to St 700 in only 10 days Student groups frets & sororities
needed for marketing proiect on
your FREE
campus, For details
GIFT

form in Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Education Office.
Building 0 You must be able to
work during school hours -

Cooperalive

Group officers call 1.80-

765-8472

mornings end early afternoon*.

ATTENTION. EARN 226 a year I did II
I’m a SJSU student. In 1989 I
made $22,650 Wes crew & tram.
Ing kids to sell for you My goal

RESTAURANT.ROOH’s CAFE SALSA
OF SAN JOSE
Become pert of a winning team
We are now hiring food servers

year $366 Work eves &
weekends CommItirnent needed
Call Steve Jeff at 983-1801, S U
this

SECURITY OFFICE RS
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full
and part time positions

ATTENTION. EARN MONEY reading
books! 532.000 yr Income poten.
dal ONO. (1)602.838-8885. Eat

All shifts available
CAVE SECURITY

BK4250

1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 940-22836-4 PM for info

ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM
needs sales reps IMMEDIATELY
Flex hrs Call 720-0185

SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officers end messengers All shifts. FT PT. we will
train Apply in person 24 hr., 7

ATTENTION-HIRING’ Goal lobs your
area 517.845.569.484 Call 1.6028384885. eat 04250
ATTENTION-HIRING, Govt lobs your
area. 517.840.S69.485 Call 1-602.
636-8985. eat R4250
ATTENTION -HIRING. Govt lobs your
area 517.640.569.485 Cad 1-602-

days a week ACUFACTS
260 Meriden Ave . San Jose

WE WANT YOU for the lob’
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits for clerical and technical
positions for your summer and lu.

Nannies 4546 El Camino Real
suite V. Los Altos. (415)949-2933

lure Call 964-1340
STUDENTS

CHILD CARE PROVIDER or .ven yr
old boy Nonsmoker in my home
English speaking, referent. required So San Jo.. call 629-

WE WANT YOU FOR the fob’
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for
secreteries. typists, word processors. receptionists. goners,

staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential teciii
ties for young adults L edoles

CRUISESHIPS
spring Christmas and next sum
Many positions Call
mer
1.805-6824555 .1 S1062

1340. never a fee
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT,’ Earn $290053000 Na.
Ilonal campaign positions In pass
Clean Al, Acl, stop toxic pollution tighten peetkl0e control. &
promote recycling Avellable in 1

EARN 51000 weekly" Make $50010’
100 envelopes stoned
every
stamped
Send self-addressed
envelope to Extra Income Unlim
lied P0 Box 64899 Chicago III
60664-0899
EASY MONEY,"
Up to 57 0010 start

Bteles 11 XC interviews on cam
pus 4 25 Call Kale toll free Cl 1
800.75-EARTH

SUMMER JOBS’ tonal resident camp
sten Hiring now for July 9 -Aug
16 Call CAMP FIRE BOYS
GIRLS at 988.6989

WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts ecailable
Full lime and Pert time
Posiiiona in Santa Clara Allen.
N San Jose
Medical Dental
Vectolon Plan
Interviews 8 am to 4 pan
Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scott Blvd
Gann Clara
(408)7279793
NEED SALES PEOPLE to place die

51.000 my

depost East Santa

Clara St It 3rd St . Call 2384424
FOR RENT. large 2 berm 2 both remodeled clean and quiet Security building, off street parking,
laundry Iscilines, security entrance. carport cable hook-up.
780 5 1 I th St Int 2801 5725.
$825 rno Call 288.9157. John or
Martha or plea.e leave compete
message

LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS
A MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH
Need 25 overweight people to
lose 10-25 lbs in 30 days & regis.
ter to win 525000 & trips to PARIS
& MAUI Call 984.4020
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, waxing,
tw..Ing or using chemical dap,
tortes Let me permanently remove your unwenled hair (chin

Classified
call Father Bob Leger or Suffer
Judy Ryan at 298-0204
EXAM

FILES
from
Professors
throughout USA E.., problems
with professors own detailed so.

TELEMARKETING SALES
ASST
needed Part-time AM 4 hrs. 3
days per week Prefer business.
mIllg maim Call Lori at 4966555
THE

BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL
Front Office PosIlion Pest pace
work with people Flea Evening
Please apply In
nd weekends
person

520 Barber Lane

1111p1

tee
-intersection NO Montague
THE COL( EGIATE DREAM
520.560
per hour part nine A dream come
true
Clearbrook of California
looking for marketing reps Call

HAS ROMANCE GONE Irons your Ilfe,
Now you can find love, romance

quality people or you can record
your own message And with our
yrtnea mail service, you don t have
lea.re your phone number on an
open line Call (408)988.2523 for
tree details Call today, Someone
is wailing to meet you’ 1408)1415)
976-2002 18
only $2
toll if
any
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. lOth &
San Carlos For more information
Sorb

Fen... et 200204
PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish lo adopt Financially secure
Lot s 01 love to give Call Pen or

T-SHIRTS"
Earn money for your Iraternlis
sorority, club or business by selling eilkscreamed T.Shirts with
your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

U S S BOXER REUNION
Granddad,
Was your Father.
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50.000 men who &eyed
on the U 55 Boxer CV21, 11 .0,
wean. Moving reunion in Pens.
cola, Florida in Oct The dates Inc
10th. Ilth, 12th 8 13th For more
Info call John Pigman at (415)

CHELGREN,

CUSTOM

Center 10th AL San Carlos For
more Info about other actIvitles

consultation billographIc materials. and editing serv
Ices Final draught preparation
1415) 8115036

Truel pro Reports theses re suffers. letters, mailings
etc
Spell grommet- check Wo Op o

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by special-

cesaing-WordPertect 5 I postscript laser printer Close to cam
pus
P U. del
avail
Student
discount.
EDP SYelcea 270-

ist Confidential Your very own
probe 247-7186 335 S Baywood
Ave , San Jose

/3014 EVELYN

MARY KAY COSMETICS Do you want
lo have beautiful skin’, 10. discount to SJSU students. Call

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
Wordprocessing to Its fullest Capacity
Laser
printing
spell
checking, grammer check edit

Susie 11 2994208

ing. powerful glaphics proorern
for charts, graphs slides over

NEED TO RAISE MONEY for your
club, We have lund raising plan
that leads the rest, at no cost to
you Call 370-5736 ask for LEE

heads, and color too. Plus Iasi
turnaround and guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA al 946-34362

TRAVEL

ACADEMIC

DESIGNED

&

MADE

FOR YOU

Call 1408) 238-2329
EDITORIAL

RESEARCH SERVICES

- Need our help,

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, thesis
etc are easy on professors lame
grade conscious graduate Very
reasonable rates

APA SPELCHEK,
punctuetion grammar assistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247-2681. 6 am -Open for worryine

professional dependable service

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Mee
Ico,
Hawaii,
Europe,
Unit.

CALL LINDA TODAY lor experienced,
professional word processing

States? Call for low air fares. Personalized service Arlene 997.
3647

Theses, term papers, group protects, etc All formats including
APA Laser printer 00101 return
Transcription services available
Almaden Branahm ar.
Phone

TYPING

LISA S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
14081981-5837
Term Paper
Theses

thesis.

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9440 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
ot term papers. research &q.t.

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Publishing and Design now for all

& resumes WIII gladly assist
w grammar
puncnration
and
sentence structure (knowledgable on Turablan. APA LI Campbell

Ist when it comes to your reports,

formats) Equipment utrad Word
Perfect & HPLaser Jen Consider.
able business experience and for.
fn. English mew
WILLOW
GLEN area

Arts We proof all our work end
laser print It Call 923-3956

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE
Hamilton
I
Winchester

reports and not
enough time, RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING.’ Resumes, term

Located in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
SERVICING

MMMIIM

YOUR

WORD

PRO.

CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kate at Technically Typing
10081 281-0750
Term papers.
Theses. etc Laser printer Free
grammar spell punc check Rea.
sonata& rates. quick turnstrOUnd
TYPING.- WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
1108)972.1563
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING
test
accurate reasonable All types of
paper Spell checking end proof
reading Same day set vire Berry
247,8068 Santa Clara

WORD

PROCESSING letter

quIrly

printing, copies etc
CECILIA - (4081223-6102
Word
processing
514 hr 52 50
page whichever males.’
WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate

Call

Free

NMI EMI

On campus every day
spelling
punctuatbn
check Laser printer

grammar

Also Desktop Publishing
1408)297 3978

ARE YOU CONCERNED &Pour your
greden, CO COW.. you nr A

eves weekends by spot Laser
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992

Proposals

Fest- E sport Dependable
Night Setordays Rush

near

SHIRLEY at 379-3519 52 per page
minimum 5 pages

papers theses, letters. etc Grad
Available date
& underbred

Resumes
Personal Bus

Reports

264-4504

AAAAllik" LOWER RATES & HIGHER
sallsfeclion. Are you perfection.

Call RAJU at

(408)236-8759

formate plus

100, New York, NY 10025

with

legal papers mailing lists graph
ics etc C6111408) 984.5203 today’

REASONA

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing. Term papers re
ports, group papers, resumes, letters, theses. etc Letter quality, All

(r), tea reported in Consumer Re
pone NY Times. & Labs Cioff For
details call (2121864-2000 or wrIte
AIRI4ITCH, 2790 Broadway. Ste

Editor

LOW GLEN 140111 288-5888 (leave
rnesuge)

AFFORDABLE

SFO of LAX for no more than

Tech

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wpm Gustily guaranteed Con,
p.n. rates Term papers tape
trenscrtption
neon.. Ines.

papers, re
pore resumes, etc Free proofing disk storage. 251-0419

$269, or from the East Coast for
no more than 5160 with AIRHITCH

011111811111=11=11111MIMIIIIIIMMINIII

Profeeslonel

English Degree Word Processing
lall formals) and Desktop Publishing (resumes. newsletters
tiers etc) Call PATRICIA In Wit.

subtexts for theses
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daffy in Science end all English
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Choose From
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Scanning
GraphIc
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on tob skills end work experience
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my
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lora Office
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or adventure as easily es picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
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blkInelummy.moustacheback.
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CHILDCARE
part time permaABLE,. Full
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ences required Northern Calif

NOW

Inc .

STUDENTS, Start to earn NOW with
my 7 -book business kit Real re.
sults Free details E Henderson
Publications. 146 S 10th St Ste
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WILFILED
OWEN
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Roberts Bookstore

(408)946-1995, Mr leggem
THE STUDENT UNION is now haring
for custodial positions Please
contact the Student Union Olrec-

Call 866-8560
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Jobs said Boston also has
more de% eloped research and development sector and a "more
glamorous" image than Pittsburgh.

KOREA

DE. LA. Gen 11 0-Chem. Physics.
etc 24 different books available at

plays In stores Complete training, set own hours Call 370-5736
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for April 28th & 29th Best offer
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Classified
Class of ’75

"We like Pittsburgh a 101.
once you are here," he said It
is getting here that is a prob-

A LTEO,Y,T,E,
pollutants, such carnon dioxide.
hut the administrdnon has refused
to go that far.
The president’s science adviser.
Allen Bromley. a co-chairman of
the conference, recently criticized
those who advocate "slain-dunk
solutions" to global warming
when uncertainties remain.
The cautious approach taken by
the White House has prompted
some of the delegates to the 17 -nation conference to complain that
the gathering is being used solely
to promote the U.S. position on
global warming.
Conference sources said Monday that both the Dutch and West
German governments have complained about the conference
agenda because it focuses exclusively on research efforts and does
not provide an open give-and-take
among delegates on possible response strategies.

lotions

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A factor working against Pittsburgh and in favor of the Boston
area in the selection for the research center is air trasel. Jobs
said

Seven Second Delay

- President George Bush
nations and representatives
from several international organizations.
"I know there’s a debate raging
out there. But I’m confident that
this approach that brings all of you
,id
together is the way to go." Bush

the East Coast.’ Jobs said. "To
expand our presence here is the
path of least resistance...
Other factors in Pittsburgh’s
favor include affordable housing
and the presence of Carnegie
Mellon University. Jobs said,
CMU developed the (operating
software for NeXT’s personal
computer and owns about 0.5
percent of the company’s stock.
Jobs founded NeXT after leaving Apple Computer. which he
also helped start. NeXT is headquartered in Palo Alto. Calif.

ComPITTSBURGH (API
puter pioneer Steve Jobs said
Pittsburgh is one of two soles
being considered for a research
and development center his company is planning to establish next
year.
Jobs. in Pittsburgh for a Tuesday speaking engagement and to
open the Eastern regional sales
offices for NeXT Inc.. said the
Lit y is in the running along with
Cambridge. Mass.
"Our investment in Pittsburgh
now dwarfs anything we have on
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Rev. King’s former aide,
civil rights pioneer, dies

Survival: Questions raised at event
0,0 i
said. ’This action requires more
than symbolism, more than media
ssents and more than planting a
few trees "
Holding banners asking the
questions, "Why is Styrofoam still
on campus’f" and "What happens
alter Earth Day?" students showed
their concern over the c lllll nutment
made by Fullerton.
Fullerton made no announcements for any new policy decisions Instead, she kept her coinmems to the current landscape
quality of the campus and its past
commitment to improving the en, ironment.
Following the regularly scheduled esent, Montenero announced
an additional press conference for
SAFER and other Bay Area environemental groups to speak
SAFER representative Georgia
Gibbons took her speaking opportunity to announce some of the
findings of the campus audit the
group has been preparing and plans
to release within the next month.
The audit, which is based upon a
model developed by University of
California at Los Angeles. will
evaluate the effectiveness of
SJSU’s management of policies
and procedures concerning environmental impact.
Following her speech. Gibbons
commented on the event.
’ We’re angry. We’ve been told
a lot of things but nobody’s prepared to substantiate their commitment," she said. "They’re too
busy preparing appearances for the
press."
A SAFER member and representative to the South Bay Earth
Day Coalition, Steve Shunk, expressed his skepticism with timing
of the plaza construction being so
convenient for the administration.
"The university has been trying
to change Seventh Street for many
years and suddenly found the financial backing to do it. he said.
"Maybe in 100 years there will
he a park here on Seventh. That’s
the feeling I’m getting now," he
added.

ATLANTA (AP)
The Rev.
Ralph David Abernathy, the righthand man to the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. during the civil rights
min molt of the 1960s. died
Tuesday. at an Atlanta hospital. lie
was 64.
Abernathy died at Crawford
Long Hospital. the hospital’s public relations oft ice confirmed. the
lime and cause of death were not
immediately a% tillable.
Abernathy v.as president emeritus of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and pastor of
West
Hunter Street
Baptist
Church.
Abernathy caused a controversy
last year when he wrote in his autobiography that King spent time
with vonnen and had a violent argument with one of them in the last
24 hours before his assassination.
Abernathy. born March 11.
1926. in Linden. Ala.. worked in
the cis il rights movement from its
inception in 1955. lie stood at
King’s side through the great battles ot the movement and went to

Jasses.

Rosamond presented the findings Thursday during the American Heart Association’s annual
conference on heart disease epidemiology. the study of disease
among population groups.
The results indicate lower socioeconomic classes "obviously
have not caught up with the relative advantages of being more educated and more affluent," said Dr.
Elizabeth Barrett-Connor. a Unisersity of California, San Diego,
researcher who chairs the association’s epidemiology council.
The Minnesota researchers examined heart disease risk factors
and socioeconomic status as reflected by education and family income levels of 3.816 randomly
selected adults in the MinneapolisSt. Paul area in 1980-82, and of
another 4.641 in 1985-87.
While people got slightly fatter
during the study period, those in
each socioeconomic group also
made statistically equivalent reductions in blood cholesterol,
blood pressure and cigarette smoking major factors in heart disease.
"But the difference between the
highly educated and less educated
is not narrowing at all." with
lower socioeconomic groups still
having the highest levels of blood
pressure. blood cholesterol, cigarette smoking and obesity. said Dr.
Russell Luepker. chief author of
the study and a professor of epidemiology and medicine at Minnesota.
"If we’re going to continue to
make progress, we have to target
those groups who have been least
affected by improvements in society.’ he said "Those with lower
income have higher risk and also
are the least educated. They are not
making the higher level of progress
you would hope for."
The study found. for example,
that the proportion of men who

’Elle hook controversy tore a
hole in the already fragile
relationship Abernathy had with
his movement colleagues, a
relationship that had been rather
cool since Ahemaihy’s 1980 endorsement of Ronald Reagan for
president.
The Rev. Joseph Lowery.. who
succeeded Abernathy as president
of the SCLC. today called Abernathy *a faithful servant of the cause
of liberty and justice. I extend my
love and support to his family."
Lowery said he regretted the allegations against King in Abernathy ’s hook. "nevertheless Ins record still stands as a stalwart
steward in this movement."
Abernathy and King led the
Montgomery bus boycott in 1955.
which launched the civil rights
movement. In 1957. the pair
founded the SCLC. and Abernathy
was King’s confidante. counselor
and cellmate during the turbulent
years before King was shot to
death in Memphis. Tenn.

Group wants tax extension

Jim Mohs

SACRAMENTO (API
A
builders’ group said Tuesday that
the quarter-cent earthquake sale
tax should he extended, possibly
for 25 years. as part of an ambitious $30 billion plan to build new
school facilities and cut class siies.
But Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown threw some cold water on
the proposal even before it was unveiled. saying that there were competing suggestions for use of the
money and that lawmakers were
not likely lo approve an extension.

Daily staff photographer

.1 lila’) and Oscar Viscaino participate in the parade
thing did come out of the
II
event for this group it was the cannon fodder for the future actions tit
the university.
"We feel the doors have been
opened, he said.

Risk of heart disease
is declining for many
SAN DIEGO (AP) A Minnesota study suggests that while people of all social classes reduced
then iisk of heart disease equally
iii ceent years, the uneducated and
poor still face the greatest threat,
scientists said.
1 he good news is that everyone is lowering their risk of heart
disease over time." said University of Minnesota epidemiologist
Wayne Rosamond. who co-authored the study. "The bad news is
the lower educated, lower socioeconomic group is still at elevated
Tisk
with
higher
compared

tail as often a. k ing did. but Abernathy consistently found himself in
King’s shadow .
In his 1989 autobiography.
"And the Walls Came Tumbling
Down." Abernathy said he felt
other King aides saw him as "no
more than an appendage to Martin.
someone who served as a pan
companion, pan bodyguard. but
who never played an important
role in the decisions that affected
the direction of the movement .’
Abernathy mentioned in his autobiographv that King dallied with
various women on April 3. 196H,
his last night alive. He became the
first of the civil rights inner circle
to openly discuss King’s alleged
marital infidelities, which had
been chronicled by several noted
biographers.
That revelation drew the ire of
black leaders who asked Abernathy to retract the passages dealing
with King’s alleged infidelity and
insinuated that Abernathy’s memory had been impaired by two
strokes and brain surgery.

smoked tell limn 44 pctent
percent among those who dith! !
finish high school, dropped iii
40 percent to 33 percent aniom2
those with some college, and declined from 25 percent to 21 percent among men who graduated
college.
While the study found an iii
creased risk of heart disease %vas
related to both low education and
low family income, the link with
low education was stronger. Rosamond said.
"More educated people are taking better care of themselves and
have less risk because of it."
Luepker said. "They’re the people
who are exercising. quitting smoking and eating healthier diets."

*Nlo one in an election year
wants to vote for a tax increase or
what can be construed as a tax increase." Brown said.
Gov. George Deukmejian told
reporters Tuesday that he opposes
extending the tax, but his press
secretary. Robert Gore, said the
Republican governor was willing
to consider an extension.
We would have to wait and see
what emerges from the Legislature." Gore said.
"Fite quarter-percent tax was ap-

SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE
CSU REAL ESTATE and LAND USE INSTITUTE
SCHOLARSHIP and INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
for MINORITY and DISADVANTAGED
STUDENTS MAJORING IN:
Construction
Construction Tech/
Management
Structural
Engineering
Public
Administration
Environmental
Studies
Transportation

Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Real Estate
Real Estate Finance
Real Estate Law
Urban Planning
Urban Studies
Marketing
Rural and Tour
Planning

Gov. George
Deukmejian said he
opposes extending the
earthquake sales tax
proved by legislators last year to
raise $K00 million over 13 months
to help pay for repairs necessitated
by last Oct. I7’s San Francisco
area earthquake.
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OHLONE
COLLEGE
SUMMERFEST
’90

FRIDAY, APRIL 20@ 10am-NOON
SATURDAY, APRIL 21 @ 10am-NOON
OHLONE College campus, Studio 22
CALL 415/659-6170 For additional info.
CALL BACKS SAT., APRIL 21ST 1-4pm

. xm,
11=tiv.abv,^
ACTORS Read a scene from the play.
Most roles will require some singing.
Scripts available at Ohlone College Library.
Some pay for leads possible.

SINGERS: Perform a piece from The Boyfriend .
Selections available in the Ohlone College Library.
DANCERS: Please wear rehearsal clothes. The
choreographer will teach dance sequences of
modern dance and theatrical movements.

Applications Available in:
WALQUIST SOUTH, room 275
924-6063
Application Deadline: April 30, 1990

TECHNICIANS: Experienced and beginning "brhind the scenes"
crew members. Special effects, set construction,
painting and running crews are needed. Some
paid positions available.

San Jose State University Foundation
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1989

ASSETS

Cash on hand and in commercial accounts
Cash equivalents (Savings, Money Market and
and Certificates of Deposit)

Investments
Receivables
Sponsored programs
Pledges
Interfund receivables
Other

Less allowance for doubtful accounts
Total receivables
Su,’ total

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Land
Improvements, furniture and equipment

Less accumulated depreciation and
amortization
Total property and equipment
INTERFUND LOAN RECEIVABLE
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

S

558,206
3,364,471
3,922,677
4,840,308
1,594,499
162,089
258,559
315.561
2,33:,702
25,000

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Receipts in excess of expenditures
on contracts and grants
Interfund payable
Due to campus organizations
Sub -total

MOTES PAYABLE

CAPITALIZED LEASE OBLIGATION

S 1,664,580
450,276
558,374
258,559
1.880.422
4,812,211

775,000

75,650

2 305 708
11,068,693

INTERFUND LOAN PAYABLE

489,253

LONG TERM DEBT

1,130,000

FUND BALANCE
Unrestricted
Restricted

1,741,143
3.430.803

653,524
546 276
1,199,800

Z95,686
904,114

Total fund balance

5,179,946

489,253
S12,462,060

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

511,60

